A novel van der Waals shielding mechanism is discussed which contributes to the magnetic shielding non-equivalence of optical isomers of one chiral species in the presence of a second optically active species. It is more direct than standard mechanisms which invoke stereospecific association of the interacting molecules but appears to be of marginal experimental significance.
One of the more interesting but poorly understood chemical aspects of n.m.r. spectroscopy is the dependence of nuclear shielding in chiral molecules on the chiralities of the surrounding
In an environment of optically inactive molecules the corresponding nuclei of an enantiomeric pair resonate at the same frequency and are said to be i~ochronous.~ Symmetry arguments indicate that they become diastereotopic2 and therefore anisochronous2 in a chiral environment. Intermolecular forces which discriminate between dia~tereoisomers~,~ lead to slightly different angular correlations and intermolecular distances in the diastereomeric pairs. In conjunction with standard magnetic a n i s~t r o p~,~ electrostatic8 and dispersiveg shielding mechanisms these differential geometric correlations can account for the order of magnitude of the observed magnetic shielding non-equi~alences.~~'O It is relevant, however, to ask whether experimentally significant magnetic shielding non-equivalence would persist if stereospecific interactions could be neglected. In this context it should be noted that in an isotropic liquid there are no geometric correlations between a chiral solute molecule and a chiral solvent molecule sufficiently remote from the solute.
Let us consider the diastereomeric pairs R, ... R, and S, ... R,. A chiral shielding mechanism has been reported1' which, even in the absence of stereospecific inter-actions, leads to shielding of every nucleus in one enantiomer of A and deshielding at every nucleus in the other. This mechanism is based on dispersive interactions associated with simultaneous electric dipolar and magnetic dipolar interactions between the chiral molecules. It was noted, however, that the magnitude of such shielding is too small to account for observed magnetic shielding non-equivalences.
%hipper6 recently described a new dispersive force which discriminates energetically between diastereomxic pairs of molecules. We show here that there is a related chiral shielding mechanism which like the mechanism previously described does not rely on stereospecific interactions between molecules. It differs from the former, however, in that the interactions between molecules are purely of electric dipole character.
For simplicity we confine our attention to chiral shielding associated with the diamagnetic component of the total shielding in non-degenerate molecular ground states. The theoretical development is similar to that outlined in ref. ' ' Consider nucleus NA in molecule A of the composite system AB consisting of the chiral sensor species A and the chiral perturbing molecule B. Its diamagnetic shielding (in SI units) takes the form1'
where $ABO is the wavefunction of the ground state of the composite system, n = n(A)i-n(B) is the total number of electrons, e is the proton charge, me the electronic mass and rNi the distance between electron i and the nucleus NA. When the molecules are infinitely separated the product of the individual ground states. If, however, they interact at a distance R through the electric dipole (pJ-electric dipole (pB) term in the Hamiltonian of the composite system the ground-state wavefunction can be expanded as a linear combination of products of the form The term of interest here is obtained by expanding $ABO in (1) to third order13 in the perturbation (2). The upper limit n is approximated by n(A) and isotropic orientation averaging is performed for each molecule. The average chiral shielding at nucleus NA emerges as where pAaa' is the electric dipole transition moment between vibronic states a and a' in molecule A. EA, = hvAaO is the energy difference between the ath state of A and its ground state, o,OO(NA) is the diamagnetic component of the isotropic shielding at nucleus N in the isolated species A, and the summation in (3) extends over all excited vibronic states in the two molecules.
Expression (3) for chiral shielding involves multiplication of pseudo-scalar products of electric dipole transition moments on each molecule. The sign of each scalar triple product reflects the chirality of the molecule in question. Thus the chiral shieldings at nucleus NA when the left-and right-handed isomers of A interact with a particular enantiomer of B are equal in magnitude but opposite in sign. When each diastereomeric pair has an intermolecular separation R the magnitude of the associated anisochrony is 21F,(NA)I. The result (3) reinforces symmetry arguments which predict that finite anisochrony persists even in the absence of stereospecific molecular interactions. An order of magnitude estimate of the size of this form of chiral shielding can be based on the first term in (3). Let molecules A and B be identical and possess only two electronically excited states 50000 cm-I and 75000 cm-I above the ground state. We assume that the transition moments poa, paa' and pa'O are each of magnitude 4 . 8 Debye units (1 D = 3.336 x C m) and are polarized in the molecule-fixed x, y and z directions respectively. If the intermolecular separation R is 1.0 nm the new term is of the order 10-lOa,OO where 02' is the normal diamagnetic shielding associated with the sensor nucleus. At this separation the chiral shielding (3) in R-' is similar in magnitude to the R -~ contribution described earlier1' and is too small t o be experimentally significant. At shorter intermolecular distances the new term in R-' is much bigger and may therefore contribute marginally to observed magnetic shielding non-equivalence of nuclei in heavy atoms for which a :
' is large. At short range, however, the assumption of uncorrelated intermolecular geometry is unwarranted and once geometric correlations are admitted standard shielding mechanisms7-' take precedence. Manuscript received 15 January 1979 
